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Use of superconducting magnetic energy storage device 
in a power system to permit delayed tripping 
S.S.Ahmed, S.Bashar, A.K.Chatterjee, M.A.Salam and H.B.Ahmad 
Abstract: Use of a supet-conducting magnetic energy storage (SM €3) dcvicc in an electric power 
system can extend the time margin reyuired for clearing ii fwl t  without any loss of' stability of the 
synchronous generators in  the system. Necessary mathematical model and computcr simulation 
results have been presented. A wider time margin would be benclicial in many ways, such as 
precluding unwanted line tripping Ibllowing temporary earth fault or transient swings, clefcrring costly 
replaccmcnt of the existing relays and breakers by the ktstcr oncs. aiid making a fiir decision on 
tripping, taking into consideration a large volume of on-line data, constraints and complicated 
policies likely to be encountereci in opcritting a power system Lincler deregulation or a competitive 
market environment. 
1 Introduction 
Superconductivity is a property [ I ,  21 of certain metallic ele- 
ments (e.g. zinc, mercury) or alloys (e.g. niobium titanium) 
or copper oxide base ceramics (e.g. yttriiirn-barium-copper 
oxide) by virtue of which their electrical resistivity drops 
fkom a finite valuc at normal room temperature to ncarly 
zero when they are cooled io a n  extremely low temperature 
(termed transition or critical temperature) by means or a 
cryogenic medium (e.g. liquid IieliLini or nitrogen). Contin- 
uous researches and advancements over the last two dec- 
ades have turned the ceramics based high temperat tire 
superconductors (HTS) into an afrordable reality. These 
use less expensive liquid nitrogen cooling and work for a 
critical temperature ranging (Yam 77 to 160 K. Consc- 
qucntly HTS devices arc more compact, efficient, cco- 
nomic, reliable and compatible for higher magnetic field 
strength comparcd to alloy based low temperature super- 
conductor (LTS) devices which L I S ~  more expensive liquid 
helium cooling and work oiily for a crilical temperature of 
47< or less. 
HTS coils are finding increasing applications in electrical 
power engincering, as for instance: (i) in the construction of 
various power apparatus like generators and motors [3], 
fault current limiters [4], transformers [5] and cables [6]; and 
(ii) a s  a lossless energy storage device in a power system for 
(a) load levelling (71, (b) back-up [8] supply to the loads 
(e.g. computers, chip nianufiictiaing plants, etc.) sensitive 
to momentary voltage disturbances or power interruptions 
and (c) damping synchronous generators oscillations [9--14]. 
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A superconducting coil (ind ictor) intcrf>iccd with a 
power system through a bidirectional ACiDC power clcc- 
lronic converter (t.ectilicr/invertcr) 1151 is able to undergo 
Fast charging of energy into or discharging energy from its 
magnetic field. This ability has so far been utilised for 
damping generator rotor speed oscillations to cnliance tran- 
sient stability [9, IO, 12, 14, 161 in the bacltdrop of a pcrma- 
nent hult or suddcii loss of load/genel-ation and for 
damping turbogenerator oscillations d tic to subsytichro- 
nous resonance (SSR) [l I ,  131 in a system with a series 
capacitor coiiipciisatcd transmission line. The prescnt paper 
brings to focus a new application aspect that the fast charg- 
ing and discharging capability of a superconducting coil 
can allow a longer limc delay for tripping thc faulty liiic/ 
portion oi' it power system without losing transient stability. 
Thc aforcsaid Lime delay is favourable for avoiding 
unnecessary line tripping in case the generator oscillations 
result li.oiii iiionientary disturbance or tcmporary earth 
contact. Moreover, the complexities aiid operating stratc- 
gies of the prescnt day's power system undcr deregulation 
o r  competition [ 171 pose conllictiiig requirements such a s  
hi r decision making through comprehensive analysis of a 
large volume of on-line data as against fast f;,tult clearing. 
Extra timc margin arising from the use of a supcrconduct- 
ing magnetic energy storage (SMES) coil will enable correct 
decision making on occurrence of a fault in a system 
equipped with protective rclays and breakers of normal 
The ptcscnt paper also provides two suggestions: (i) con- 
trol of the SMES converter's tiring angle through an cxpo- 
nential relationship and (ii) turning off the SMES coil just 
after the generator rotor oscillations start settling. The first 
one is cxpcctcd to avoid liequcntly reaching the maximum 
charging and minimum discharging current limits of the 
SMES coil and hence enable smoother control by SMES. 
The second one is expected to ~.cduuc the operating 
expenses of the SMES device. 
2 
A simple and representative power system its shown in 
Fig. 1 has been considered in  the present work. It comprises 
specd. 
Operation of an SMES device in a power system 
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a synehronous generator connected to a large external sys- 
tem (representing an infinite bus) through a double circuit 
high voltage transmission line with a step-up and a stcp- 
down transfoimcr, respectively. at the line's two ends. An 
SMES unit houses an HTS coil maintained through a cryo- 
genic fluid at a temperature required for its becoming 
superconducting (resistance K = 0, inductance L # 0). It is 
interfaced with the generator side bus through a pair of 
bidirectional convcrters connected at the low-tension sides 
of two separate transformers. Each converter consists of a 
six-pulse bridgc circuit [ 151 which employs semiconductor 
switches (thyristors/gate turn-off thyristors). The current /(/ 
in the SMES coil is always DC and flows in it given direc- 
tion being nonreversible, while the voltage E,, across the 
coil reverses its polarity depending on the firing angle a of 
the converter bridges. The SMES draws power from the 
AC grid to store it in its magnetic field in tlie charging 
mode, i.e. it acts as a rectifier (AC to DC) for 0" 5 a < 90" 
while it delivers power to the grid, i.e. it acts as an invcrter 
(DC to AC) for 90" < a 5 180". No power exchange takes 
place between the AC power system and the SMES when 
a = 90". The tiring angle control strategy depends on the 
specific purpose (e.g. load levelling, momentary back-up, 
oscillation damping) the SMES coil is being used for. 
gen. bus 
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2.7 Math ema tica I formulations 
The rotor angle 6 of the synchronous generator shown in 
Fig. I is governed by the well known [18] swing equation 
which has been modified in the present work to take into 
account the presence of SMES as follows: 
where H is the inertia constant of the generator in per unit 
of system base, ,f () is the system frequency and Pi,, is the 
constant [I 81 prime mover power input at the gcncrator 
shaft. The second term on the right side of eyn. I repre- 
sents the electrical power output of the generator for trans- 
fer to the infinite bus when X is the total series reactance 
between generator constant EMF E' and infinite bus volt- 
age V,. The power absorbed or released by the SMES coil 
is PSlWE,,, which will be positive for absorption from the 
grid and negative for release to the grid: 
where E,,, is the maximum open circuit bridge voltage [ 151 
of each six pulse converter at a firing angle of zero degrees 
(a  = 0) and E2 is each converter transformer's secondary 
voltage. 
The generator acceleration expressed by c y .  I is zero in 
the prefault condition because then its rotor angle is at such 
a value that the electrical power output is also Pi,, (neglect- 
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ing losses in the generator). The SMES also does not 
exchange any power, i.e. P,, = 0 in the prefault condi- 
tion. On occurrence of a fault at t = 0, the generator rotor 
angle 6 undergoes oscillation about the synchronous posi- 
tion and its power output varies with 6. When it acceler- 
ates, the excess power is absorbed by its rotating mass as 
well as by the SMES. When it decelerates, both its rotating 
parts and the SMES release power. Without any SMES, 
only the rotor mass absorbs or releases energy due to iner- 
tia which, depending on the time of fault clearing (t,;.), may 
not be enough to damp thc generator's oscillations and 
restore its synchronism. 
2.2 Firing angle control 
The absorption (charging) or release (discharging) of 
energy by the SMES coil is controlled by regulating the 
converter bridge firing angle. Among various strategies 
[9-14, 161 used for damping oscillation, the siiiiplest but 
effective one is the proportional control with a time delay. 
I n  this scheme the change in firing angle, Aa,  is related to 
the postfault change in angiilar velocity of the generator, 
Aw, by the following transfer function: 
where T,, is the converter time delay constant and K is the 
control circuit gain parameter. 
In the present work Aw is found in the time domain in a 
straightforward manner taking the inverse Laplace trans- 
form of eqn. 3 a s  follows: 
&(t)  -I<[l - e-(f/rl;it 1 I A 4 t )  (4) 
At any time t the firing angle a is decided as follows: 
2.3 Algorithm for solving the swing equation 
Eqn. 1 is solved for 6 against t by the step-by-step method 
[18] at very short intervals of time At for discrete time t = 
nAt, 11 = I ,  2, ... up to the desired time limit as shown in the 
Appendix (Section 6.1). Eqns. 9-20 shown in the Appendix 
(Section 6.1) are used recursively with an initial value of a0 
for the prefadt swing angle and an initial value of /<,," for 
the SMES current. 
3 Results from computer simulation 
The mathematical model and algorithm described in 
Sections 2.1-2.3 were programmed using FORTRAN 77 
and run on a PC for the system shown in Fig. I consider- 
ing h e  cases of fault clearing and SMES operation. For 
each case a time step of At = 0.01 s and a time span of 5.0s 
were considered. 
A 3-phase fault was considered to occur at t = 0 on one 
of the two parallel circuits at a point P very close to the 
generator side bus of the system in Fig. 1. Prior to the fault 
the generator output for transfer to the infinite bus was 1.0 
per unit (p.u.) equal to the prime mover input, Pi,,, at the 
generator's shaft neglecting losses. The fault was assumed 
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to be cleared in each clisc by opening the breakers at both 
ends of the faulted circuit. The output obtained for each 
case was plotted in the form of a swing curve, i.e. rotor 
angle 6 against time. 
The parliinctcrs of the system shown in Fig. 1 have been 
considered on a 100 MVA base and presented in the 
Appendix (Section 6.2). 
(i) Cuse with SMES ‘ojj’ 
In this case the SMES was considered to be kept ‘off and 
the fhult was cleared in 4.5 cycles, i.e. 0.075s (on a 60Hz 
basis) after the fault occurred. The obtained swing curve 
shown in Fig. 2 exhibits that the system is stable but with 
an oscillation having a peak > 90”. 
(ii) G i s e  with S M E S  ‘on ’ 
In this case the SMES was considered to be kept ‘on’ and 
the fault was considered to be clcared in 4.5 cycles, i.e. 
0.075s. The obtained swing c~irve (solid line) shown in 
Fig. 2 reveals that for the same Fault clearing time the sys- 
tem is more stable with SMES than the case without 
SMES and undergoes diminished oscillations having a 
maximum peak of < 90”. 
(iii) Case with longel., fiiult ckwing- t h e  h i t  SMES ‘of 
In this case the f‘liult was cleared in 9.3 cycles, i.e. 0.155s 
while the SMES remained ‘off all along. The obtained 
swing curve plotted in Fig. 3 clearly indicates the system’s 
instability as manifested through the rotor anglc indefinitely 
increasing with time. 
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(v) Gist ivi lh lor~ggei~fciult clewing time hut SMES i)ii’foi u 
shorter dmitioii 
In this case the fault was cleared in 9.3 cycles, i.e. the same 
as in cases (iii) and (iv), but the SMES was kept ‘on’ for 
3.0s. The obtained swing curve shown in thc dotted line in 
Fig. 4 reveals that the system is not only stable but, com- 
pared to case (iv), the latter oscillations diminish in niagni- 
tude. 
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3. I Discussion 
A comparison of Cascs (i) and (ii) shows that for thc same 
fault clearing time a system with SMES is more stable than 
that without SMES. A comparison of cases (i), (iii) and (iv) 
proves that a system with SMES can sustain a fault with- 
out losing synchronism for a time almost double than that 
for a system having no SMES. It is noteworthy that case (i) 
involving no SM ES device represcnts an almost marginal, 
i.e. critical, clearing case for the givcn system. On the other 
hand, case (iv) with the SMES device represents a case 
rcquiring a fault clearing time slightly less than the critical 
one. I n  fact, if an improved firing angle control strategy is 
employed, SMES may make the given system sustain a 
fiult for > 9.3 cycles as the marginal case. So the existing 
relays and breakers, even though slower, may be continued 
for protection of a system with SMES, leading to a signifi- 
cant reduction in the protection cost. 
A comparison of cases (iv) and (v) shows that once a sys- 
tem with SMES has regained postfault stability, the SMES 
nccd not be kept ‘on’ constantly, but turning it ‘off can 
reduce the generator rotor oscillations to some extent. This 
is because after attaining stability the kinetic energy stored 
in the rotating parts or the synchronous machine is enough 
to damp the oscillations and charging or discharging the 
SMES in this case proves to be unnecessary. Furthermore, 
just after attaining stability, i.e. on the onsct of the steady 
state, dual control of oscillation by two elements (e.g. the 
rotating mass with stored kinetic energy as  the primary 
control clcrncnl and SMES as thc secondary one) is likely 
to escalate the oscillations. However, the SMES will be 
automatically switched back whenever a case recurs, so 
that Ao appreciably drifts away from its steady-state value 
or zero value. Moreover, on turning the SMES ‘oft’, no 
energy exchange takes place between the SMES and the 
system to which it is interheed. Then only the minimum 
current or energy is maintained in the SMES magnetic 
[ield. This reduces the SMES refrigeration, i.e. cryogenic 
medium, operating expenscs. 
21 I 
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4 Conclusions 6 Appendices 
6, I Algorithm for solving the swing equation A computer modelling and study has been undertaken to 
investigate the effects of embedding an SMES in a power 
system on the system’s response following a 3-phase fault 
at the sending end of a line, i.e. the worst fault case. It has 
been found that SMES actions can not only damp out the 
oscillations but also make the system sustain a fault of 
about double duration time without losing synchronism 
compared to a system having no SMES. It is expected that 
employing sophisticated firing angle control strategies for 
SMES would diminish the oscillations more and hence per- 
mit further delayed fault clearing without losing synchro- 
nism. Among other benefits, the delayed tripping makes it 
feasible to employ or continue comparatively slower but 
less costly relays and breakers for fault clearing. This would 
also lead to an optimum cost-benefit ratio for an SMES, 
which is also used in a power system for other purposes 
such as load levelling, back up against momentary power 
interruption and voltage sags, etc. Moreover, with contin- 
ued research on superconducting inaterials and power con- 
version system the cost of SMES device is decreasing 
continuously, so that incorporating this at the transmission 
level is expected to be a viable and cost-competitive option. 
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n 
when 
x = X , f ,  t = 0- 
X = Xd1,O 5 t 5 t ~ .  
(prefault condition) 
(during fault, i.e. up t o  
faul t cl c ar ing ) 
x = X , f ,  t > tfC (after fault, clearing) 
e T M E S ( n  - 1) = J%(n - l ) 1 d ( n  - 1) 
(14) 
a(n - I )  = !! + Aa(n, - 1) (15) 2 
or as in eqns. 6 8  depending on Aa(n  - l), ~ , ( I z  - l), 
Ao(n - 1) 
aa (n - 1) = -li [ 1 - e - (n- l)AiD-dC ’1 Au (n - 1) (1 6) 
(n- l )Af 1 Eddt (17) 1 L rd(n - 1) = I d ( n  - 2) + - 
(n-2)At 
Using the trapezoidal rule of integration, 
1 
L 
Ed(n - 2 )  + Ed(??, - 1) I 2 I d  (n  - 1) = 1, (n - a)+- 
32/2 E,& - 2 )  = 2-Ea cosa(n - 2 )  (20) 
7r 
6.2 System parameters 
Generator: 
E’ 
P, 
xLl 
H 
fo 
Truri,sfhwr: 
xT 
Transmission line: 
x = each parallel line’s (circuit) series reactance = 
0.56p.u. 
= EMF behind transient reactance = 1.25p.u. 
= constant prime mover input at generator shaft = 
= direct axis transient reactance = 0.20p.u. 
= generator inertia constant = 3.0p.u. 
= system operating (base) frequency = 60Hz 
= each transformer reactance = 0.08p.u. 
1 .0p.u. 
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Injinite bus: K = firing angle control circuit gain = 5.0 
V, = infinite bus voltage = 1.0p.u. E2 = each converter transformer's secondary voltage set 
x, 
SMES: 
T,,, 
L = coil inductance = 0.6627p.u. (0.5H) 0.06p.u. 
through lap = 0.44p.u. = rcactance in series with infinite bus = O.08p.u. 
I,/," = initial value of the current in SMES coil = 0.2p.u. 
l,,,,,,,,, = maximum value of current in SMES coil = 2.5p.u. 
I~l,mln = minimuin value of current in SMES coil = = converter time delay constant = 0.03s 
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